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SPIRITUAL REPLACEMENT THOUGHTS (SRT's) 
 

The appropriate effective and timely use of Spiritual Replacement Thoughts (STR's) is the heart and 
soul of Rational Emotive Spiritual Therapy (R.E.S.T.). It is through the identification of negative, 
dysfunctional and self destructive thoughts and their replacement with Spiritual thoughts that the 
individual finds healing from emotional distress and thought disorder. This method we refer to as 
Trace, Erase and Replace (TER). Spiritual thoughts then are healthy, healing and positive. They are 
spiritual because either their source is spiritual (i.e. religious) or they produce positive healing 
outcomes. Many times these spiritual thoughts are-quotes from the Bible or other spiritual sources. 
They are best used when re-framed to fit the language context of the negative thought (non-spiritual 
thought) that they are replacing. 
 
Most Biblical language does not fit as is into a replacement mode of a person's negative thought 
without re-framing it into the language of the user. An example might be as follows, A person has just 
physically harmed another person. Suppose that his negative controlling and destructive thought that 
lead to that behavior was "he deserved what I did because he shouldn't have done that to me." Before 
real change and healing can take place that negative thought should be identified, (traced) then erased 
and replaced with a SRT. What Bible text or thought immediately comes to your mind? What about 
"Do unto others as you would have them do unto you"? A proper re-frame of this text to fit this 
person's thought and language pattern might be, "I wouldn't want that done to me. so perhaps I 
shouldn't do it to others." You may even have a better re-frame for this text. However you re-frame, 
there are several goals to be observed. 
 

1. Fit. The re-frame must be something accepted as a legitimate replacement 
by the client (person being counseled). It must fit this person's frame 
of reference. If it is not something he/she can feel comfortable using 
their facial manifestations will show it. 
 

2. Power. The replacement thought must be equal to or greater in power than 
The thought being replaced. If not the mind will not use it and will 
regress back toward the direction of their original negative thought. 

 
3. Pervasive. The replacement thought, if it is spiritual in nature, will not 

weaken with time or a change in circumstances. (It will last through 
time and space.) 

 
The mind through the process of thinking, converts inputs from the outside world into thoughts. When 
these thoughts are accepted by the individual and become a part of what he holds as true, then his 
thought(s) form patterns we call beliefs. To be accepted by the mind thoughts need not be valid or true 
in realty in order to become beliefs. They are beliefs because they are framed in the unconscious mind 
as fact. (They become true to the individual.) 
 
Beliefs can be categorized as either positive or negative beliefs as defined by the type of emotion they 
create (positive or negative) and the resultant behavior which is either positive or negative, good or 
bad.  
 
It is the identification of negative belief systems that scientists now claim are the foundation for 
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dysfunctional emotions and inappropriate behaviors, as well as a host of sickness and illness called 
psychosomatic illness. Although it has been believed for generations that other factors such as genetics 
play a role in negative life outputs, the major role of belief is now being intensely researched and 
scrutinized by science. 
 
Healing Beliefs 
It is the change in beliefs and belief systems that accounts for internal healing and change in negative 
life outputs. (Change B and C and D will change.) By negative beliefs systems we mean a pattern of 
negative thoughts, feelings and behaviors as identified in the beliefs and attitudes each person holds in 
reference to self, others and the universe (everything outside of self and others). 
One's belief systems in regards to three dimensions of thoughts (self, others and the universe) are 
usually detectable from the individual's language outputs. They are further delineated as: 

 
1. Self denigrating thoughts (I never succeed); 
2. Non-flexible thinking (People shouldn't do things like that); 
3. Paranoia, fault finding and accusations; and 
4. Catastrophic thinking (Things couldn't be worse). 
 

Two Laws of Healing 
An observation of the laws of healing reviews two important findings. First, healing must take place in 
the present tense - the here and how. Next, healing must take place where the problem (hurt, illness or 
pain) is located. If the problem is internal the cure must be internal. If the problem is found in the 
belief system, then the cure must address the belief system. 
 
Belief Systems and Internal Dialogue 
Belief systems can be communicated with through internal dialogue. Two forms of internal dialogue 
are self talk (which all normal persons engage in) and silent prayer which is God talk. 
 
Prayer As Internal Dialogue. 
Prayer can be defined as both: 

1. Audible external conversations with God and 
2. Inaudible internal conversations with God – or self-talk which we refer to as God 

Talk for the purpose of distinguishing the spiritual from the non-spiritual (self talk being non-spiritual 
for the sake of discussion). 

 
The poetic writer David demonstrates inaudible internal God talk when he suggests, "Lay in your own 
bed and commune with your heart and then be still." Psalms 4:4,5. "Stand in awe, and sin not: 
commune with your own heart upon your bed and be still. 
Put your trust in the Lord." 
 
Self Talk and Change 
Many counseling systems identify and use self-talk for self change. However, self talk in and of itself 
is limited. It's power to heal and initiate change lies in the extent of the resources available to the 
individual. Many really sick, addicted or emotionally afflicted persons are deficit in internal resources 
to make effective changes or decisions. Research findings are now demonstrating the power of prayer 
(God Talk) to initiate healing. (The fervent prayer of a righteous man avails much.) 
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The base of resources for this form of internal dialogue seems inexhaustible and is limited only by the 
faith and belief of the individual. (To him that believeth, all things are possible, was the teaching and 
premise or a priori that formed the foundation for the healing of Jesus the Christ. For prayer (God 
Talk) to be effective, one's belief system must hold prayer as a valid form of communications with 
God. (He that comes to God must believe that He is.) 
 
Three Therapeutic Questions and Internal Dialogue. 
The R.E.S.T. Christian Counselor uses three therapeutic questions in facilitating the healing process. 

1. Internal dialogue is uncovered by the first question, "What are you saying to 
yourself?" 
This question helps the individual to discover his internal dialogue. 
 
2. The next question we use is, "What could you have said to yourself?" 

 
This question gives the individual the opportunity to recognize that there was a better more positive 
thought, and the negative thought could therefore be erased. Note that the mind will not erase a 
negative thought no matter how dysfunctional it is until the mind has identified a better replacement. 
 

3. The third question, "What will you say to yourself?" 
 

solicits a spiritual replacement thought. The power of this replacement thought must be equal to or 
greater than the old negative/self-destructive thought. By replacing our old negative self-destructive 
thoughts, one at a time, we can demonstrate the power of prayer to change one's negative belief 
system, thought by thought. (Sanctification). 
 
In conclusion, when the problem is internal, i.e. one's belief system as revealed by one's thought(s), the 
cure then must be internal and must address the negative thought(s) and belief system. (Internal 
Dialogue) 
 
SRT (Spiritual Replacement Thoughts) are the positive spiritual/rational thoughts that we say to 
ourselves when our negative non-spiritual irrational self-destructive thoughts are creating inappropriate 
emotions (feeling mad, sad or bad) leading us into un-Christ-like behavior. 
 
Non-spiritual thoughts are defined as those thoughts that eventually lead to non-Christian attitudes, 
feelings and/or behavior. 
 
A belief is often referred to as a engrams or neuro-signatures that represents our cognitive 
position on any matter/subject, ideal, etc. Beliefs are composed of thoughts and feelings. By tracing, 
erasing and replacing negative self-destructive or irrational thoughts, we change inappropriate and 
controlling emotions, thereby changing self-destructive behavior and facilitating healing of both body, 
mind and emotions.      
 
“In the Beginning God created the heavens and the earth.” (Gen. 1:1) 
 
I received an email from Virginia, one of our REST Counselors who is teaching some very young 
children about God through creation. One of your major duties as Faith Counselors is “To introduce 
God to those that do not know him  and to present him clearer to those who have already met him”. 
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How important is this act of service? Well if we really believe that the immune system is controlled by 
‘the belief system’ and that God is the source of all healing, then people are healed according to their 
FAITH. Faith in What? The healing power of God. You can’t believe in the healing power of God 
without having certain related beliefs about God.  So then, we are commissioned to do as Jesus did, 
‘teach others about God’! Build strengthen and lengthen neuro-signatures by increasing information 
about God.  (Not doctrine, mind you.) RELATIONSHIP MATERIAL!!!!!!  So then all this week, I 
will do just that, introduce and/or  present God. This morning, I’ll begin with the beginning. “God as 
Creator”. (Again, I am not dealing with the ‘doctrine of creation’ but with the FACT of Creation.) 
 
The fact is …. Something was created! Whether a person believes in the 7 day creation theory or the  
evolution theory or something in between – something had to be created to begin creation. Something,  
or somebody had to create something to begin things no matter what it was: matter, energy, light 
or man.  Someone or something had to be behind the plan for things to have turned out so magnificent  
and Detailed. And for those who believe that all was an accident,  - Something (one) had to create the  
materials for the accident to happen! All of these  natural and human laws  had to have a super intelligence 
behind them. That someone or something, that super intelligence I am calling GOD.  (A client may 
think that they have a better name for God, about which we are not to argue or become upset if 
it does not agree with our Name for God. The important thing for a foundational belief in building 
a strong neuro-signature about God is to associate God with Creation.!!! God with the genius of  
creation. God the super intelligence behind creation. And why is this important? I’ll site 3 basic reasons: 
 

1) If he created everything, then He created the client.. ( That association is crucial.)  
2) If he created everything, then he knows everything. 
3) If he knows everything, then he can fix what is broken.  

 
So then – we are seeking to help people !st acknowledge that God is the Creator and next God is their 
Creator. You must find creative ways to get children, youth, inmates, those addicted and all of those  
that fall within your specialty to belief this about God.  Pictures, stories, scripture, prayer, personal  
Testimony whatever! Tomorrow I’ll take you to the next step in Neuro-signatures of God as Creator. 
 

4) That AA type addiction treatment programs in prison work no better, and may even 
work less, than AA type program on the outside. 

 
It is well documented that AA –12 Step programs do not generally work for a sufficient number of 

persons.  (They are even less effective with women and minorities.)  In fact, according to 
government-sponsored research, AA type programs in some instances are less 

effective than no treatment at all. From my personal involvement with prior AA 
clients, the AA system may be counterproductive and increase the possibilities of 

relapse and recidivism by the very nature of several of their doctrines and teaching.  
After going through several AA based programs the addicted person seems to become 

immune and/or build a tolerance to AA based programs. There are several possible 
reasons. A few of them are worth listing briefly.  
 

1) The Non-specific nature of Spirituality in AA. (God can be anything of your own 
choosing.) The human mind may not be able to comprehend such a God and 
therefore it lacks the power and hope necessary to remain drug and crime free. (That 
God could be a pencil or a tree.) Pencils and trees may not be equal to and greater 
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than crack and crime as modalities in the human mind. Only entities or rationale, which are 
equal to and greater than crack and crime, can subdue and replace crack and crime in the 
human/mental biological process.  

 
2) The Specific Language of AA. (I am an addict and for life.) 

The human mind may rebel at the conflict created by its need for hope and being daily 
confronted with the hopeless state of being label by what you do (an addict) and of being that 
addict forever.  

 
Examples of Irrational Beliefs 

And 
Scriptures from Which to Develop SRTS 

 
Ten Often Used Irrational Beliefs and Their Scriptural Responses 
1.   I should be loved and approved by almost every person I know and meet and live up to his or her 
expectations. 

Matthew 5:11            John 15:18-19  Matthew 10:35-37         Galatians   1:9-10 
2.   I must be highly competent, adequate Intelligent and achieving in everything before I can be happy. 

Romans 12:6              Ephesians 4:7,11-16  II Corinthians 12:4-30 
3.   When people act unfairly or wickedly, I should blame them and see  them as undesirable, evil, etc. 

Romans 12:14, 17         Ephesians 4:31 -32 
4.   It is a terrible catastrophe when I am rejected, treated unfairly and things aren't as I would like them. 

Matthew 5:11            John 15:18-19 
5.   Since my feelings are caused by external factors. I have little or no ability to control or change them. 

Philippians 4:4-8           I Peter 5:7 
6.   I should be greatly concerned about dangerous and fearful things and must center my attention on 

then' until the danger is passed. 
Matthew 6:25-34         Mark 13:11  Matthew 10:28-31 

7.   1 can handle difficulties and responsibilities better by avoiding them than by facing them. 
Galatians 6:9            James 1:12   James 1:2-4 

8.   People and things SHOULD turn out better than they do and when they don't I should see them as 
awful terrible, etc.  Matthew 7: 1-5         Romans  8:28 Matthew 9:13           Hebrews 10:17 

9.   My past remains all-important, and must Influence my feelings and behavior now because It once did. 
Romans 6:6-7       Philippians 3:13-14   II Corinthians 5:17    Colossians 3:3 

10   I can achieve maximum happiness by Inaction, inertia, or by passively enjoying myself. 
Luke 9:23              Hebrews 12:1-3,12  Philppians2:12-16 

*Ellls. Albert. Handbook of Rational-Emotive Therapy. New vork: Springer/ Publishing Co.. 1977, pp 
12-14. Integratlve Scriptures compiled by Mary Pigget. 
 
 
SRT'S Criteria 
l)  Must fit - the client – Must fit the client's thinking process 
2) Must have  power equal to and greater than the SDT- 
3) Must  be pervasive and Last through time & space! 
 
A Model  for the USE OF SRT'S  (SPIRITUAL REPLACEMENT THOUGHTS)  

 
RULE: The mind uses a decision model to reach behavioral ends (D). 

Input 
 

 
 

Process 
 

 
 

Output 
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TWO SUBCONSCIOUS LAWS BY WHICH MIND OPERATES 
 

LAW1: In making a decision the Mind will usually select that route/avenue which it perceives to 
be the best available at that moment. 
 

Question: What determines best or available? 
Answer: Best from what is available from the individual's stored information and 
experiences, (internal to his/her system). 
Answer: Best is often determined by "the Lesser Pain Concept." 
Example Question:  "How could you do that to me, hurt me that way?" 

Answer:    "You weren't in the picture, I was dealing with my own pain." 
 
LAW 2: Normal continuous activity of the mind involves decreasing pain, and/or increasing 
pleasures.  

Definition: Pleasure/happiness maybe the inverse of pain. Note: As pain decreases, happiness may 
increase. (From feeling bad to feeling good, pleasure.) 
 

Two Views of Pain/Pleasure 

 
Pain                0            Pleasure                    Inverse feeling          Pain 
Different Dimensions of same model                 The greater feeling dominator 
Example Question; How can ( suffering ) for Christ be( counted ) as( joy ). 

 
Answer: Joy and suffering are "C" activities (feelings). Counting is B activity. If B (+) then the C (+) 

Singing while burning. 
 

By using SRT even suffering - normally a (-)C becomes a (+)C when B = (+). Our goal is to identify (- 
C's) and their (- B's) (trace, ease and replace). Rule: Change B and C will change. What was pain (-C 
could become (gain) (+C) if the B is spiritual (SRT). “Searching for Genes that explain our 
Personalities” By Beth Azar: APA Monitor on Psychology – Sept 2002 
 
Genetic Research 
Discussion of research on genes (Behavioral Genetics) and Behavior in order to discover information 
on personality and psychopathology – “What makes man tick” (personality) and “What causes the 
ticking to go wrong” (psychopathology). 
 
The goal of such research is to discover what genes that affect brain functions that in turn affect how 
people interact with their environment.  Today’s research is complex because 1) many genes are 
responsible for many aspects of people temperament. – (no one to one correlation /relationship) (genes 
interact with each other to influence many personality traits at same time. 2) any one gene may account 
for only 1-2 % in variance of any trait 3) complex interplay between gene and environment on 
personality.  
 
Basic unsolved issues (mysteries) – NATURE OF MAN – ORIGINAL SIN 

1) Are good people getting better 
2) Are good people getting worse 
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3) Are bad people getting better 
4) Are bad people getting worse 

 
Maybe – Good people are getting Bad And Bad people getting worse. 
 
Personality 
 
Personality is defined by core personality dimensions that are consistent  across culture. (Big 5 Factor 
theory by Jeff McCrae and Paul Costa – NIA (Nat. Inst. On Aging) 
 
Two traits linked to genes:  
1) Produces protein responsible for creating dopamine receptor   DRD4 linked to trait novelty seeking; 
2) Prozac gene – produces protein related to NT serotonin and linked to neuroticism trait (anxiety, 
ADHD, harm avoidance).  
 
Line of distinction between Personality study and psychopathy being blurred by genetic research on 
relationships discovered in studies of personality trait scores that indicate high scores on neuroticism 
predict high scores on depression. Suggest both areas many be on same continuum. 
Psychopathy now defined by symptoms but could be further or future defined by genes and people 
diagnosed as high at risk for psychopathy and treatment (interventions) or changes in environment 
prescribed.  
 
Environment Roles 
Key is also to understand environmental contributions to personality and psychopathy.  What 
environmental factors influence or override personality and psychopathy despite gene connection. 
REST SRT’s intervention is a good example of a environment override on psychopathy of crime and 
drugs use (ASPD).  
 
 
 


